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QUESTION 1

You are building a project mgmt app. According to the design given to you, a project must store info regarding the
various functional modules under it. Each functional module must store info regarding responsibility assigned to each
developer. Info about the responsibility must have info about the due date and status. 

What could be the most optimal model to achieve this? 

A. Create a Project object then Modules as a child object. Add Tasks to Modules. 

B. Create a Project then add Tasks to it. Define Modules as a field on Task. 

C. Create Project, Module, Responsibility as parent, child and grandchild objects. 

D. Create Project and Module objects then Responsibility as a junction object. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of these is NOT true about external objects? 

A. They integrate with Salesforce APIs, Apex, Visualforce, and Chatter. 

B. They can be related to other objects. 

C. You can use them in formula fields. 

D. They are automatically viewable in the Salesforce Mobile App. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Use Data Loader when __________. (Choose three.) 

A. You need to load 50,000 to five million records. If you need to load more than 5 million records, we recommend you
work with a Salesforce partner or visit the AppExchange for a suitable partner product. 

B. You don\\'t need the import process to be automated. 

C. You need to load into an object that is not supported by the Data Import Wizard. 

D. You want to schedule regular data loads, such as nightly imports. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 4
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Universal Containers wants to streamline its data capture process by linking fields together. UC wants to do this so that
the available values on dependent fields are driven by values selected on controlling fields. 

Which three considerations support the stated requirements? (Choose three.) 

A. Multi-select picklists can be dependent picklists but not controlling fields. 

B. Checkbox fields can be controlling fields but not dependent fields. 

C. Standard and custom picklist fields can be dependent fields. 

D. Custom picklist fields can be either controlling or dependent fields. 

E. The data import wizards only allow values to be imported into a dependent picklist if they match the appropriate
controlling field. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 5

You have created a workflow rule to send an e-mail in your configuration sandbox. 

For some reason it\\'s not working, what should you double check? (Choose two.) 

A. Look at the system audit trail. 

B. HTML does not work in sandbox, make sure your e-mail has no HTML. 

C. You have the correct e-mail address. 

D. Check the deliverability settings. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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